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Abstract Reviewing recent literature, we report that changes
in extreme heat event characteristics such as magnitude, frequency, and duration are highly sensitive to changes in mean
global-scale warming. Numerous studies have detected significant changes in the observed occurrence of extreme heat
events, irrespective of how such events are defined. Further,
a number of these studies have attributed present-day changes
in the risk of individual heat events and the documented
global-scale increase in such events to anthropogenic-driven
warming. Advances in process-based studies of heat events
have focused on the proximate land-atmosphere interactions
through soil moisture anomalies, and changes in occurrence of
the underlying atmospheric circulation associated with heat
events in the midlatitudes. While evidence for a number of
hypotheses remains limited, climate change nevertheless
points to tail risks of possible changes in heat extremes that
could exceed estimates generated from model outputs of mean
temperature. We also explore risks associated with compound
extreme events and nonlinear impacts associated with extreme
heat.
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Introduction
The early years of the twenty-first century have seen numerous extreme heatwaves producing large societal impacts.
Examples include 2003 in Europe, 2010 in Russia, 2015 in
South Asia and the Middle East, and 2016 in Southeast Asia.
These events are estimated to have collectively caused some
100,000 excess deaths [1–3], and were associated with a range
of other human and ecosystem impacts, including wildfires
[2], crop failures [4], and infrastructure disruption and damage
[1]. Recent years have also seen important advances in scientific understanding of the dynamics, statistics, and impacts of
extreme heat events. This review highlights developments
from the last three years, which include (1) the burgeoning
field of extreme event attribution, (2) new hypotheses about
how wave-mean flow interactions may amplify heat events,
and (3) the importance of considering heat in a broader context
that includes interaction with other meteorological quantities
beyond temperature (such as humidity), as well as spatial and
temporal correlation of heat events.
The second section covers heat event definitions, highlighting the challenges posed by stakeholder-driven needs for
geographic- and sector-specific, decision-relevant definitions
on the one hand, and the need for science-based, standardized,
and physically meaningful definitions on the other. The third
section highlights recent advances in understanding the physical mechanisms underpinning heat events and how such
mechanisms might change with warming. The fourth section
reviews historical trends in high temperatures and heat waves.
The fifth section assesses heat event detection and attribution
to present-day anthropogenic warming. The sixth section
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summarizes projections of extreme high temperatures and
heat waves. The seventh section focuses on compound or
correlated events that involve extreme heat, and the eighth
section describes emerging findings about extreme heat impacts. Despite much recent progress, key questions remain
unanswered. The last section points to fertile areas for further
research.

Definitions
There are many ways to define a heat event, and what constitutes one can vary considerably depending on the meteorological variables or impacts of interest (see [5] for a comprehensive review of heat event definitions). Temperature is often the
only quantity used in heat event definitions due to its nearubiquitous measurement; moisture is rarely incorporated despite its strong correlation with thermal stress in humans and
other large mammals (e.g., [6]). While three heat event metrics—magnitude, duration, and frequency—are of general importance, the myriad ways to define heat events imply that
there are no simple answers to definitional questions about
event thresholds (“what magnitude temperature anomaly is
required?”) or scope (“over what spatial and temporal
scales?”). Definitions that consider only event magnitude or
duration sacrifice critical information provided by the other
[7]; combined approaches, such as “peaks-over-threshold,”
have been developed to address this [8]. Spatially, heat events
have been defined on scales from the neighborhood [9] to the
near-continental [10].
Another major distinction concerns definitions based
on absolute temperatures versus percentiles. Absolute
temperatures (and anomalies from a mean) are of central
importance for many societal and environmental impacts, such as the biophysical heat tolerances of mammals or the resilience of infrastructure. Percentiles relative to the local climatology facilitate comparisons
across locations and over time given differences in tolerance and preparedness (e.g., [11]), and when model
and observational climatologies differ. However,
percentile-based analyses sacrifice the physical intuition
of actual temperatures. Recent emphasis on climate-risk
management [12] and decision-oriented approaches has
necessarily expanded the number of heat event indices
used in research [13, 14].
Such a multitude of definitions points to a need for more
work on creating a standardized set, foremost to facilitate
interstudy comparison and to increase sample sizes of uppertail temperature events given large natural variability. Under
the aegis of the World Climate Research Programme, an extremes standardization for observations and reanalysis is underway, motivated by the strict requirements of detection and
attribution. The Expert Team on Climate Change Detection
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and Indices (ETCCDI)1 has defined 27 internationally-agreed
indices of climate extremes based on daily data, facilitating the
synthesis of regional analyses of changes in climate extremes.
A number of datasets of such indices are now available at the
gridded-global scale, where station data support interpolation.
At the same time that standardization facilitates detection
of climate signals in heat extremes, definitions (like models)
are best chosen based on the problem at hand. As climate
service-based approaches expand, it seems inevitable that
the number of definitions will grow in proportion to the number of sector-based decisions studied in regional contexts. In
defense of the notion that it would be inappropriate to iron out
all definitional diversity in the name of standardization, we
include heat events ranging from a single day to the monthly
scale (however, warm anomalies during cold seasons are outside our scope). Such definitional diversity is in part a reflection of the myriad physical mechanisms proposed as the proximate and underlying drivers of high-heat events.

Mechanisms Underpinning Heat Events
It is now well understood that relatively modest amounts of
global mean warming associated with anthropogenic climate
change can produce large changes in local heat event characteristics such as frequency, intensity, and duration [15, 16]. In
contrast, the topic of physical mechanisms behind extreme
heat events, and how these mechanisms may change with
climate change, is an emergent area of research, with much
evidence still required [16–25]. Diagnosis of heat event mechanisms is critical to understanding the potential for nonlinear
responses in extreme heat beyond those expected from global
mean warming alone.
For organizational purposes, this section separately presents (1) the proximate drivers and land-atmosphere feedbacks in heat events and (2) the underlying extratropical anticyclonic circulations, blocking events, and jet-stream excursions that are more generally associated with extreme summer
heat. In the final two subsections, we present a discussion of
how anthropogenic forcing may alter/have altered these heat
event dynamics with a review of (3) hypothesized midlatitude
planetary wave mechanisms that attempt to account for heat
extremes and extreme weather more generally and (4) other
influences that may alter proximate and underlying drivers of
heat events. In practice, however, there is considerable overlap
among all these mechanisms, rendering causative statements
illusive given nonlinear dynamics and incompletely characterized physics.

1
http://www.wcrp-climate.org/unifying-themes/unifying-themesobservations/data-etccdi
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Proximate Drivers and Land-Atmosphere Feedbacks
of Heat Events
From an atmospheric perspective, heat events tend to feature
the following: (1) subsidence of air (high surface pressure) and
the associated warming and drying of air from adiabatic compression; (2) clear skies, which support warming (latent and/or
sensible heat fluxes) during the high-insolation summer; and/
or (3) advection of warm air. In many locations, the last will
preferentially be a poleward wind, but there are two common
exceptions: the peripheries of large continents, where a daytime wind from the interior will often be warmer than a wind
of maritime origin, and regions near higher mountains (such
locations can experience their highest temperatures when dry
mountain winds descend, compress, and warm the valleys)
[26, 27]. Much of coastal California for example, where an
easterly wind generally is associated with heat events [26, 28],
meets both these criteria.
Heat events can be viewed through the lens of landatmosphere interactions as well. Anomalously low soil moisture conditions are associated with heat, since energy from
insolation is preferentially partitioned to sensible—rather than
latent—heating. Temperatures during the European
heatwaves of 2003 and 2010, for example, were found to be
significantly amplified by soil moisture deficits in a positive
feedback loop: As temperatures rise, soil moisture declines
reduce latent heat flux, allowing temperatures to rise further
[29–32]. This feedback is especially present in semi-arid regions, and can be either amplified or diminished by human
land-use practices, such as irrigation [33]. Land-atmosphere
feedbacks can play a critical role in determining the onset of
heatwaves, particularly in the extratropics, when larger scale
circulation situates persistent anticyclones over regions, as
discussed below.
Underlying Drivers: Extratropical Anticyclones,
Blocking, and Heat Events
Extratropical heat events can be more broadly contextualized
by considering the larger scale atmospheric dynamics that
favor the thermodynamic processes and land-atmosphere
feedbacks discussed above. Transient anticyclones (sometimes accompanied by a low-level thermal low) support high
insolation associated with clear skies, adiabatic warming of air
as it sinks, and poleward advection of warm air along the
western flank [28]. When these anticyclones are slow moving
or stationary, they are often referred to as “blocks,” since they
alter the jet stream’s climatological path and hinder the progression of synoptic weather systems [34, 35]. Blocking anticyclones are difficult to measure quantitatively, but they can
drastically decrease weather variability at synoptic timescales,
allowing heatwaves the time to build [19, 34, 36]. These conditions can be influenced by myriad factors, including
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enhanced or diminished convection in the tropical Pacific
(e.g., [37] and references therein). While there has been documentation of more anticyclones in some midlatitude regions
in recent decades [38, 39], there is no discernible hemispheric
trend in summertime atmospheric blocking events [19].
Additionally, observational evidence for either increased anticyclones or blocking events generally covers too short a time
period to detect a signal amidst the noise. Furthermore, even
when signals in circulation anomalies are robustly detected,
linking them to global warming can represent an additional
hurdle.
Consider, for example, two conflicting influences of global
warming on blocking: Dry dynamic theory tends to account
for much of the physical intuition behind atmospheric
blocking events; however, Pfahl et al. [35] identify a tendency
for summer blocks to be preceded by strong upstream heating
associated with rising air in storms. This suggests that
warming could lead to more diabatic heating within moister
air, bringing stronger blocks thereafter [35]. However,
Hoskins and Woollings [40] hypothesize that because
blocking is favored downstream from storm tracks (e.g.,
[41]), and a weakening equator-to-pole temperature gradient
can mean weaker storm tracks [23], downstream blocking
could decrease in a future climate [42]. CMIP3 and CMIP5
models generally project fewer blocking events in the future,
although Hoskins and Woolings note that midlatitude
blocking could change due to a feature not captured by general
circulation models (GCMs), such as changes in tropical forcing [40]. It remains that the theoretical basis for future changes
in blocking variability is not established and the scientific
debate surrounding blocking is emblematic of debates about
future changes in midlatitude circulation more generally.
Irrespective of the fact that the physical drivers and observational measures of blocking events are still being refined
and the theoretical basis for their future change is unknown,
midlatitude circulation anomalies do share a common trait of
being excursions of the extratropical jet from its climatology
[18]. In the midlatitudes, Rossby (or planetary) waves manifest as north-south meanders in the jet stream associated with
pressure ridges (characterized by warm poleward winds) and
troughs (characterized by cold equatorward winds) across the
hemisphere. Rossby waves propagate westward relative to the
mean flow and, in doing so, redistribute energy and momentum in the atmosphere across a spectrum of wavelengths (or
wavenumbers) and phase speeds. Standing (or quasistationary) Rossby waves are principally forced by differential
meridional and zonal heating of the planet arising from factors
like topography and the distribution of continents and oceans.
In contrast, transient fast-moving (or free) Rossby waves arise
from a variety of energy sources, such as variability in deep
tropical convection associated with high sea-surface temperatures (SSTs) and variability in other eddy-driven phenomena.
In the present-day climate, the complex interaction of free and
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standing Rossby waves and mean flow features such as the jet
stream can force the persistent anticyclonic anomalies associated with midlatitude heat extremes.
Planetary Wave Forcing of Persistent Boreal Summer
Heat Events?
A critical and outstanding question is whether the mechanisms
driving boreal summer circulations have changed or will
change in a forced climate, causing a nonlinear response in
high-heat events. Because we are focused on warm-season
heat events, we briefly discuss the debate around two recent
and related mechanisms that are purported to reflect anthropogenically forced changes in boreal summer wave-mean
flow interactions, based (contentiously [40, 43]) more on the
role of Arctic warming than tropical forcing. The two hypothetical mechanisms are (1) increased amplification of standing and short wavelength Rossby waves (called “quasi-resonant” circulation regimes) and (2) weakening of fast-moving
Rossby waves and associated storms. Note that the two mechanisms are active areas of research, and as such their theoretical basis in either the observed or future climate is not
established. However, the two hypotheses would be consistent
with nonlinear increases in extreme heat events. Furthermore,
the hypotheses complement one another as both account for
reduced summer weather variability at synoptic time scales,
and there is some evidence that both are occurring in boreal
summer [21].
“Resonant” Circulation Regimes
Planetary wave influence on midlatitude weather in all seasons is a topic of active research. In the boreal midlatitude
summer, amplifying interactions among standing (quasistationary) Rossby waves and fast-moving (free) Rossby
waves of similar wavenumber (e.g., 6–8) have been proposed
as being critical in producing long-standing heatwaves and
other extreme events [17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 37, 44]. This “quasi-resonance” of Rossby waves is associated with a double jet
stream that traps Rossby waves within a latitudinal band, or
waveguide [17, 21, 45]. Such resonance creates highly persistent amplifications of the standing summertime ridge-trough
(and associated meridional wind) pattern across the boreal
hemisphere, decreasing summer weather variability during
the period of resonance (Fig. 1). These resonance regimes
comprise a special form of long-standing, hemispheric-scale
atmospheric blocking events, which favor monthly anomalies
like the 2003 European, 2010 Russian, and 2011 North
American heatwaves [17, 21, 23] (Fig. 1).
While rare, the boreal summer quasi-resonance phenomenon and associated double jet stream described above has
become more likely in the last decade or so, which the authors
claim intimates at the culpability of global warming [17, 21].
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However, the record is short (32 years) and the speculative
link requires much further testing based on both observations
and additional idealized model experiments [18]. Beyond an
incipient theoretical basis for quasi-resonance and its link to
heat extremes, some observational evidence for it exists [21];
however, the evidence remains mixed, and its detection is
potentially sensitive to how quasi-resonance is measured
[43, 46]. Thus, considerable scientific work remains to establish anything more than an associative link to changes in heat
extremes.
Weakened Zonal Winds and Summer Storms
Increases in midlatitude extreme heat events have also been
loosely attributed to weaker zonal flow [21] and reduced summer storms [21, 23–25]. The proposed mechanism is that transient fast-moving waves slow and weaken in response to a
weakened equator-to-pole temperature gradient from Arctic
amplification [21, 23–25, 47], which reduces baroclinicity
[25, 43]. Coumou et al. [23] report that a combination of
weaker waves with slower phase speeds has reduced eddy
kinetic energy (EKE, a quantity of transient systems) by a
striking two standard deviations, a departure climate models
do not project under large radiative forcing until approximately 2100. Lehmann and Coumou [24] also report observed and
projected decreases in summer storm tracks across the midlatitudes, finding that more than three fourths of the land area
between 35 and 65 N has seen decreases in EKE in summer.
The reduced EKE (and by extension reduced rain, clouds, and
wind-induced mixing of air masses) would likely be associated with decreasing soil moisture, pointing to a potential landatmosphere feedback (discussed in the “Proximate Drivers
and Land-Atmosphere Feedbacks of Heat Events” section)
that could exacerbate and/or lengthen heat events [21, 23].
The future role of polar forcing relative to tropical forcing
of midlatitude weather extremes has been and remains contentious (e.g., [19, 23, 43, 48–53]). What is well accepted is
that models suggest that Arctic warming can influence the
position and strength of the midlatitude jet and, thus, the position of persistent circulation regimes that give rise to heat
events [43]. However, the direction of the jet’s change remains
ambiguous. Beyond the myriad factors that influence jet position and speed, there exists a countervailing response to
global warming: the change in the temperature gradient in
the lower troposphere (from Arctic amplification) is consistent
with an equatorward shift of the jet, while the change in the
upper-troposphere gradient is consistent with a poleward shift
in the jet, establishing a potential “tug-of-war” in the jet’s
positional response to warming [43].
Much of the contention has focused on fall and winter
(when recent sea ice anomalies and the baseline hemispheric meridional temperature gradient are largest, respectively).
However, summer has three characteristics that buttress
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Fig. 1 Northern Hemisphere midlatitude meridional winds at 300 hPa
for three recent summer high heat events. a The record European summer
heat wave in August 2003; b the most devastating phase of the Russian
heat wave, July 25 to August 7, 2010; and c the most serious phase of the

summer 2011 heatwave in the USA. The quasi-resonant patterns with a
strong contribution from zonal wave numbers m = 6 (b, c) and m = 7 (a)
are clearly seen. From Petoukhov et al. [17], based on NCEP/NCAR
reanalysis

claims of links between Arctic amplification and midlatitude temperature extremes. First, summer is the season
when the meridional temperature gradient in the high latitudes has decreased the most dramatically, in conjunction
with the emergence (late relative to other seasons) around
2000 of Arctic amplification [21]. During this period, late
spring/early summer snow cover has decreased dramatically
in the high latitudes [53], near the time of year of maximum insolation. This reduced gradient has been generally
concurrent with the aforementioned decreased zonal circulation and decreased EKE predicted by the hypothesis
[23–25]. For example, Barnes and Polvani [51], looking
at a western hemisphere domain, found that the correlation
of Arctic amplification with both jet latitude and strength
was strongest in summer. Second, it is thought that the
midlatitudes are least sensitive to tropical forcing during
the summer season; to the extent that the easterly winds
of summer can limit the ability of tropical waves to move
poleward, there may be more “room” for other factors such
as Arctic amplification to influence the midlatitudes.
Finally, lower variability in summer may ease detection of
any dynamical signals predicted by the hypothesis.
However, because other factors have not been conclusively
ruled out nor the direction of causation explicitly tested
[43], any estimate of reduced free Rossby waves (such as
those measured by EKE) has not been attributed to the
Arctic amplification that has occurred.

lowest, noise may mask signals (or make noise appear to be
a signal). With respect to the Arctic-associated mechanisms
described here, the period of record in which any purported
forcing might be strong enough to be detectable is as short as
approximately 10–15 years, depending on whether Arctic sea
ice loss or Arctic amplification is emphasized.
Equally as vexing is the question of heat wave causation.
While the dynamical configurations in recent summers appear
conducive to more heat events through known processes, it
does not necessarily follow that the heat events are due to the
anomalous dynamics. More research is needed on the union
between the dynamical extreme (such as quasi-resonance) and
heat events, under various definitions. Do the recent heat extremes tend to recur in the same locations, and how do those
locations correspond to the areas experiencing the extreme
dynamics (such as blocking or anomalous EKE?) (Recall that
Hoskins and Woolings [40] hypothesize that blocking high
pressure would be expected to decrease downstream as storm
tracks weakened). How well does persistence associated with
the large-scale dynamical mechanisms explain heat wave evolution, relative to the predictions associated with existing,
more localized, theories of heat wave evolution (e.g.,
Miralles et al.[32])? While only representing a single model
and location, the analysis of Teng et al. [54] of projected
heatwaves over the Great Plains is important because it
partitioned both planetary wave and land surface factors, concluding that only the latter could explain projected increases in
heat waves there.
The question of causation of any changes in midlatitude
dynamics is even more challenging. Changes in the summer
midlatitudes and Arctic may share a common mechanism,
perhaps in the tropics (e.g., Ding et al. [55]). Petoukhov
et al. [17] and Hoskins and Woolings [40] both emphasized

Implications for Future Heat Events
There are many caveats to these and other studies pointing to
large changes in heat waves due to changing dynamics. Most
fundamentally, even in summer, when natural variability is
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that subtleties in the subtropical jet—which a priori are more
driven by the tropics than the Arctic—are critical to quasiresonance. Midlatitude dynamical changes may have a hand
in Arctic amplification, sea ice loss, and early snow retreat as
well.
The combination of short observed record, high midlatitude variability, and range of potential causes all point to a
need for more modeling experiments of varying complexity to
estimate the potential for a nonlinear response of heat events
to warming. Of course, the models may be missing physical
processes key to heat event representation, biasing future estimates of heat events. For example, as Hoskins and Woolings
note [40], model simulation of blocking has improved with
higher resolution and new parameterizations [56], but model
biases in the CMIP5 archive, such as too little blocking, remain [57, 58].
The Outlook for Changes in Potential Drivers
Beyond the potential for forced changes in the circulation
regimes associated with boreal summer heat events discussed
above, there are a number of other potentially related factors
which could either directly or indirectly influence changes in
heat event occurrence, magnitude, and duration from anthropogenic forcing. This subsection briefly explores how heat
waves could be impacted by projected changes in four aspects
of the climate system: land-atmosphere coupling, aerosols,
differential warming of land and ocean, and tropical forcing.
These four topics should not be considered comprehensive or
fully independent; we briefly discuss their potential to influence heat events in the present and future.
Land-Atmosphere Coupling
Climate change will likely modify soil moisture [59]—and by
extension, heat waves—through multiple mechanisms. The
surface temperature response to land-atmosphere coupling is
strongest where soil moisture is moderate; thus, there is some
expectation that future summertime drying of the midlatitudes
and subtropics will increase the responsiveness of surface
temperature to the transient circulation anomalies [60–62],
associated with heat events. A recent single model experiment
found that higher carbon dioxide concentrations could reduce
daytime water transfer through plant stomata, thereby increasing the warmest yearly maximum temperature by as much as
5 °C through this mechanism alone; this total far exceeds the
projected increase in summer average daily maximum temperature [63]. Climate change has been linked to drier lower
boundary conditions in the subtropics and midlatitudes
through a variety of mechanisms, including reduced precipitation due to poleward expansion of the sinking branch of the
Hadley cell [64], and greater potential evaporation as summer
temperatures rise, potentially increasing aridity [65]. A shift in
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the distribution of precipitation toward a larger percent occurring in extreme events could also be associated with larger,
more frequent, and longer duration negative soil moisture
anomalies [66], potentially augmenting heat waves. Where
summer soil moisture anomalies are correlated with winter
and spring snowfall, rainfall, and evaporation, climate change
impacts in antecedent seasons may offer another pathway to
changes in heat events [67].
Aerosols
Reductions in aerosol emissions anticipated in the representative concentration pathways (RCPs) could increase heat extremes through multiple mechanisms, potentially at levels that
rival or exceed the heatwaves averted under an RCP 4.5 as
opposed to 8.5 scenario [68]. Direct radiative effects of aerosols generally decrease heat extremes by reducing incoming
solar radiation, although this varies with aerosol type and distribution. Aerosol indirect effects can also influence cloud
characteristics and precipitation, thereby affecting heat extremes through radiative fluxes and soil moisture [69].
Aerosols have also been modeled to modulate heat waves
through dynamical mechanisms [54]. For example, Xu et al.
[68] project reduced duration of tropical heat waves, because
aerosol cooling results in an equatorward shift of the Hadley
cell edge, and thus more frequent intrusions of midlatitude air
and a decrease in periods of extended stagnation.
Differential Warming of Land and Ocean
Climate change is in general expected to warm land more than
ocean, which could impact heat waves in multiple ways.
Model experiments have confirmed the intuition that increasing summer temperature gradients due to differential land and
ocean warming can be an important source of increased summer temperature variability, locally rivaling or exceeding the
individual impacts of any changes in circulation or land
surface/radiative fluxes [70, 71]. Shaw and Voigt [72] propose
that differential land versus ocean warming is one possible
explanation for an observed and modeled amplification of
subtropical stationary waves in summer—a likely driver for
more extreme temperatures. However, they caution that the
larger amplitude subtropical stationary waves could be due
to other factors besides differential warming, such as wavemean flow interactions with an anthropogenically strengthened subtropical jet [72].
Differential warming of land and ocean may indirectly impact heat waves by changing the timing and intensity of monsoons; in many regions, the arrival of the monsoon—with its
cloud cover and moisture induced cooling—brings an end to
the hottest period of the year, especially as defined by daytime
highs. The IPCC Fifth Assessment Report concluded that,
globally, monsoon precipitation was likely to increase this
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century, with increases in monsoon precipitation extremes
very likely in several regions [73].
Tropical Forcing
Recent studies have challenged the conventional view that
Rossby waves of tropical origin only minimally impact summer midlatitude temperature anomalies (due to weaker tropical modes like ENSO and the inability of Rossby waves to
propagate through the easterly wind regimes common in summer) [20, 37]. Other studies (e.g., Ding et al. [55]) have demonstrated that tropical SST anomalies may warm the Arctic,
which could in turn impact the midlatitudes, as described in
the section “Planetary Wave Forcing of Persistent Boreal
Summer Heat Events?.” While there are large uncertainties
about how tropical forcing may change in the future, growing
understanding of links to midlatitude heat waves, and even
potential predictability of midlatitude heat waves anywhere
from approximately 2 weeks [20] to as much as 7 weeks in
advance [74], argues for further study.
In summary, the evidence is strong that mean warming,
including higher sea-surface temperatures, will lead to more
frequent and intense heat waves [75]. Thermodynamic physical arguments and model projections also point to increases in
monthly scale summer temperature anomalies in much of the
midlatitudes, consistent with lower soil moisture and increased land-sea temperature contrast [70]. Many of the dynamic links described in this section are by contrast less well
established. While uncertainty bounds are large, from a risk
perspective, the large potential consequences of heat extremes
(see “Impacts” section) suggest a need for more research. Key
topics include implications of any rapid changes in the climate
system that exceed GCM projections—such as Arctic sea ice
loss in the high latitudes—for heat wave frequency and duration through complex wave-mean flow interactions. A less
controversial topic, observed changes in extreme heat, is the
subject of the next section.
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the most comprehensive station-data-derived gridded dataset
of temperature and precipitation indices, for example, meets
the >90 % temporal coverage standard for temperature only
from 30 to 70 N and 30 S to 45 S and from approximately
1955 onwards, leaving out much of the rest of the globe as
well as earlier time periods [77]. Despite these caveats, much
has been learned in recent years about observed heat extremes
(see [78] for a global review) from single-day to more persistent or multiday events.
The Fifth Assessment Report of the IPCC concluded that
anthropogenic emissions have very likely contributed to the
global-scale increases in daily-scale temperature extremes
since 1950 and likely doubled the probability of heatwave
occurrence in some locations [73]. Since that assessment,
there has been a documented increase in the number of heat
events across regions in the last several decades beyond what
would be expected in a stationary climate [77–86].
A recent study showed that global mean warming
(~0.85 °C) has been sufficient to account for ~75 % of “moderate daily hot extremes” over land, globally (Fig. 2a) [39]. In
an analysis of 217 urban areas globally, between 1973 and
2012, there has been a significant increase in extreme hot days
in 50 % of cities and extreme hot nights in 65 % of cities [81].
The only region with decreases in extreme hot days was East
Asia [81]. The same study found that 4 of the 5 years with the
most heatwaves globally occurred during the last 4 years of
their 1973–2012 analysis period. In an observational study
focused on the more recent post-1997 period, Seneviratne
et al. note that daily high temperature extremes over land have
continued to warm steadily during a period of slower global
mean temperature increase [85]. They largely attribute the
relative lagging of global mean temperature increases to
cooling concentrated over the oceans and over land in the cold
season, but also note that even over land areas in summer,
there is evidence that extremes are warming faster than the
mean, though this conclusion remains preliminary. The observed increase in heat waves and other extreme events has
fostered rapid advances in extreme event attribution, the subject of the next section.

Historical Analysis and Trends
Because extreme heat events are by definition rare, it can be
challenging to identify statistically significant trends, relationships to modes of natural variability, and preindustrial period
recurrence intervals for various heat thresholds [76]. The possibility of forced changes in variability over the observational
record poses an additional challenge to statistical characterization of extreme heat events [8, 76]. Perkins [5] provides a
summary of links between heat events and modes of natural
variability.
The above challenges require high-quality, long duration
observational records of high temporal and spatial resolution,
which are unavailable for much of the world. The HadEX2,

Attribution of Recent Events
Recent years have seen an increase in analyses attempting to
attribute extreme climate events—including heat events—to
anthropogenic warming. Because extreme events are rare
[87], attribution of any given event to anthropogenic climate
change is an analytical challenge, particularly given both
high- and low-frequency modes of internal climate variability
[75, 88, 89], and their interaction with expected forced trends.
There are two primary attribution approaches, discussed below: (1) an “attributable risk” framework and (2) a synoptic
environment, or “ingredients-based,” framework [75, 90].
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Fig. 2 Change in the probability of hot extremes in the present and
future. The 25 member CMIP5 multimodel mean probability of
exceeding the preindustrial 99th percentile temperature, in the presentday (a), at 2 °C (b), and 3 °C (c) global mean temperature. These are

presented as the ratio of the 30-year probability in each time period
relative to the pre-industrial. Some 75 % of 99th percentile hot
extremes are already attributable to the warming that has occurred (a).
From Fischer and Knutti [39]

Both require precise detection of the event to place it in proper
distributional context [91, 92], but their differences reflect
divergent philosophies about appropriate usage of statistics
and models, and about the nature of causation. Heat events,
which are robustly linked to thermodynamics, are on the
whole easier to attribute to anthropogenic forcing than are
purely dynamical changes like circulation anomalies—insofar
as the latter are even detectable [75].
The requirements of a traditional approach to attribution
are strict: the identification of an external cause or set of
causes, exclusive to all others, without which the event in
question would not have occurred [93]. This is a challenging
standard to meet because of earth-system complexity, statistical limitations, and our imperfect knowledge of the oceanatmosphere state at any one moment. Mechanistically, it rests
on applying parametric statistics to observations and model
simulations with and without observed anthropogenic forcing.
However, the challenge is that the traditional approach to attribution is intractable for any single heat event. It can be used,
however, on climatologies of heat events or indices (e.g.,
[94]).

Ingredients-Based Attribution

Attributable Risk
The first approach to address this shortcoming leverages an
attributable risk framework: Rather than asking “was event A
caused by climate change?,” it asks: “Has anthropogenic climate change altered the probability of event A’s occurrence, its
magnitude, or its duration?” [78, 89, 92, 95, 96]. Calling the
answer to this second question “attribution” requires a nuanced understanding of causation. Change in an event’s attributable risk [88] (often quantified as a probability ratio [39], or
one minus its inverse, called the fraction of attributable risk,
FARS [5, 39, 92, 95, 97, 98]), does not mean in this framework that the exact same event could not have occurred in a
preindustrial climate.

The second approach to extreme event attribution examines
the proximate synoptic environment (e.g., SSTs, jet streams)
within which the event developed [24, 28, 38, 75, 99]. The
method then uses a fingerprinting approach to identify whether the warming that has occurred has altered the likelihood of
that particular synoptic pattern. Partitioning out the dynamic
and thermodynamic contributions to the pattern, with the latter
serving as a proxy for mean global warming [38, 75], allows
for attribution of the forcing to anthropogenic causes if the
dynamics are well understood.
Summary of Heat Event Attribution
Yet despite shifting the goalposts of what constitutes the identification problem, many challenges of heat event attribution
remain, from definitional questions [5, 100, 101] to the best
metric (frequency, magnitude, duration) to consider [80, 102,
103]. Beyond the IPCC’s assessment of a doubling of
heatwave occurrence likely attributable to global warming,
fingerprinting approaches have been applied to the statistics
of observed temperature extremes, finding anthropogenic
causes as culpable [104, 105]. On the single-event attribution
front, for the last 4 years, the Bulletin of the American
Meteorological Society has published an event attribution issue on a selection of each year’s extreme events [92, 95]. Of
the 22 heat events examined, 21 identified anthropogenic
warming either as the primary culprit or as having materially
altered the chance of the event [92]. The question of whether
anthropogenic forcing has caused a global-scale increase in
temperature variability—and thus whether there are additional
heat events than would occur from just a shift in the mean—
remains unsettled [16, 100, 101, 106]. However, there is
emerging evidence for this hypothesis [107–109] which could
arise from the mechanisms described in the section
“Mechanisms Underpinning Heat Events.” As described in
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the next section, GCM temperature outputs, which are presumed to at least partially capture some but not all of these
mechanisms, also point to large future changes in extreme heat
events.

Projections
An extensive literature covers climate model projections of
high-temperature extremes under the different RCPs or forcing scenarios [78]. Projected changes in heat event (1) magnitude, and (2) recurrence and time of emergence are summarized below.
Projected Changes in Heat Event Magnitude
Climate change is very likely to cause a continued increase in
the frequency, magnitude, and duration of heat events [73],
and for many regions, there is evidence that the most extreme
hot temperatures may warm faster than the seasonal mean
(e.g., [110, 111]). Using 19 CMIP5 models, Sillmann et al.
[112] report that changes in the seasonal and annual maximum
daily maximum temperature (TXx) have a relatively weak
equator-to-pole gradient (in contrast to minimum daily minimum temperature (TNn), which is projected to warm most at
high latitudes, and at a rate exceeding TXx). They note a
tendency for the largest projected TXx warming to occur in
continental interiors, possibly linked to projected soil moisture
anomalies. They also report that in the northern mid and high
latitudes, TXx is projected to warm more in summer than
winter, with the Mediterranean standing out as a region where
summer warming of TXx (in association with a strong drying
signal) is so large as to provide an exception to the general
expectation that winter warming rates of cold extremes will
exceed summer warming rates of warm extremes.
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to the present climate; panels b and c of Fig. 2 respectively
show the change in the probability of extreme heat associated
with 2 and 3 °C warming, relative to the preindustrial period
[39]. The corresponding frequency changes for extended heat
events are projected to be larger still, as the baseline distribution for extended duration events is narrower than for singleday extremes.
Regional studies of heat extremes have also demonstrated
how strongly low baseline variability—as is found in the tropics and to a lesser extent the subtropics—influences frequency of occurrence and time of emergence, with tropical regions
such as northern Australia and much of Africa [114] projected
to see large increases despite only moderate amounts of absolute warming [112, 115]. On a percentile basis relative to the
current climatology, Russo et al. [13] project that by 2100,
under the RCP 8.5 pathway, events as anomalous locally as
the Russia 2010 heatwave was will occur as frequently as
every year in much of the tropics and the drier parts of the
midlatitudes. But the climate change signal is not limited to
low variability regions like the tropics: using 27 GCMs, Bador
et al. [116] report that as soon as 2030 European heat extremes
may emerge from what was experienced in a 1900–2005 model baseline. Further, King et al. [117] find that over much of
the globe a climate change signal is already detectable in onceper-year temperature extremes.
The use of time of emergence in extremes research is
expanding rapidly, due in part to intuitiveness and decisionmaker relevance. However, cross-study comparisons are challenging since the ToE results are so sensitive—often spanning
from the past to the future—to how time of emergence is
defined, as well as the base period and spatial area analyzed.
The next section describes another active area of extremes
research: changes in compound events.

Compound Events
Projected Changes in Heat Event Recurrence and Time
of Emergence
Extreme temperature projections are increasingly being
expressed using decision-relevant metrics that go beyond temperature changes. Two of the most prominent examples are (1)
changes in recurrence intervals/frequency and (2) time of
emergence (TOE), which describes when a particular climate
change signal has, or is projected to, separate from natural
variability [113].
In a combined historical and projection analysis of global
extremes, Fischer and Knutti [39] found that already (with
0.85 °C of warming globally) the preindustrial 1-in-1000day extreme heat event has become roughly five times more
likely. They also project that a 2 °C warming approximately
doubles the risk of heat extremes relative to 1.5 °C warming,
yielding an additional fivefold increase in frequency relative

Many of the extremes that most impact society cannot be
captured by a single climate variable at a single location and
time. A focus on climate impacts and stakeholder engagement
steers extreme event analysis toward (1) consideration of multiple climate variables simultaneously, and (2) temporal and
spatial relationships between extremes of the same and different types. From a risk management perspective, positive correlations—whether across climate variables, in space and
time, or across drivers of extremes and their impacts—may
lead to tail risks in excess of what would be estimated based
on the distribution of a single variable in isolation [118].
Multiple Variables
When considering human health impacts, it is essential to
consider humidity as well as temperature because the human
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body cools itself via evaporation. When the wet-bulb temperature (the lowest temperature possible to achieve through
evaporative cooling alone) exceeds the skin temperature, the
body cannot cool itself. This wet-bulb temperature threshold
under ideal conditions of shade, perfect health, and the absence of physical exertion is about 35 °C; above this, heat
illness and eventually death will occur without artificial
cooling [119]. Recent research has focused on the severe impacts of heat-stress events on human health and economic
activity [120], events which may exceed the limits of human
tolerance in some areas during this century [121]. Other large
mammals face similar risks [122, 123].
Temperature and relative humidity are thermodynamically
related, and as a result, the uncertainties regarding joint
temperature-humidity variables are smaller than would be expected if each variable were taken independently [124]. Due
to this relationship, the climate models with the largest increases in temperature tend to feature large decreases in relative humidity. This effect decreases the intermodel spread of
joint heat-stress variables, such as the wet-bulb temperature.
Nevertheless, as shown in Fig. 3, the current once per year
extreme wet-bulb temperature is projected under RCP 8.5 to
occur one to two orders of magnitude more frequently by the
2060s in many regions, representing a larger increase in frequency than is expected for temperature alone. Pal and
Eltahir’s [121] high-resolution modeling of the risk in the
Middle East could provide a template for the types of assessments needed to identify the highest risks globally, which are
likely to occur in or near regions with high SST, low elevation,
and possibly interaction between humid coastal air masses and
hot interior ones.
Relatively few assessments have been made of joint risk of
extreme heat and drought [125], despite their thermodynamic
Fig. 3 Multimodel mean annual
maximum air temperature in the
period 1985–2004 from ten
selected CMIP5 models; b same
as a for wet-bulb temperature
from the same set of models; c
mean number of days per year in
2050–2069 which exceed the
mean annual maximum
temperature shown in a; d same
as c but for wet-bulb temperature

a

0

c

0

link through soil moisture anomalies. Trenberth and Shea
[126] identified a negative correlation throughout the subtropical and midlatitude summer hemisphere land masses between
monthly temperature and precipitation anomalies. Mazdiyasni
and AghaKouchak [127] report that over the southern and
western USA, risk of concurrent severe drought and
heatwaves has increased dramatically, even though no statistically significant trends in drought risk alone can be detected.
Correlations with other variables, some of which may partially
reflect heat impacts, should also be explored. Extreme heat
events have been correlated with poor air quality, high solar
radiation, low winds, forest fires, and heightened risk of power
failures due to increased power demand and reduced cooling
water availability for power plants [124].
Temporal and Spatial Correlation
Temporal and spatial correlation of heat events with both heat
events and other types of extremes is another emerging research area. As an example of temporal correlation, in many
midlatitude regions, tropical cyclone season ramps up in late
summer, around the time heat risk is beginning to wane. If
warming of the upper oceans were to support an earlier onset
to the tropical cyclone season [128, 129], risk of extreme heat
events (at a time of higher insolation) near in time to a tropical
cyclone landfall could increase as well. In terms of spatial
correlation, Trenberth and Fasullo [130] argued that the
2010 Russian heat event was part of a larger pattern of anomalous global extremes that included flooding in Pakistan and
in northern parts of South America and Australia. Any dynamical or thermodynamic changes of the types described in the
section “Mechanisms Underpinning Heat Events” that increase the risk of concurrent extreme heat events, possibly in
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combination with other extremes (e.g., flooding [17, 131]),
could have large implications for sectors ranging from reinsurance to food availability and cost.
Although in its infancy, the study of compound events offers high potential for advances of societal relevance. More
frequent heat events (and other types of extremes) are expected to yield more compound events due to chance alone. But
more research is needed on how large this simple statistical
effect might be, relative to the wildcard of correlated extremes
due to a shared physical process such as changes in planetary
waves. Another area with potential for advances is downscaling and bias correction, which is often done in a univariate
way and without consideration of spatial and temporal correlation. Converting these approaches to joint variables and
retaining evolving spatial and temporal correlations is nontrivial, especially where links to underlying drivers are poorly
understood or the drivers are poorly simulated (see [131] for
a review of statistical techniques that can be applied to compound events). The next section describes another area seeing
rapid advances: impacts of extreme heat.

Impacts
The pivot by the climate-science community from mean
change to extreme heat projections has mirrored a similar shift
in climate impact research: there is a growing understanding
that many systems experience nonlinear increases in impacts
and vulnerability during extreme heat events. A brief review is
provided below for three sectors—agriculture, ecosystems,
and human health—but impacts extend to other sectors (e.g.,
infrastructure), and sectors are not independent. For example,
heat events raise demand for electricity while straining generating stations and transmission equipment, thereby increasing
the risk of power failures at precisely the times when the loss
of air conditioning could have the biggest impact on human
mortality. The large economic and societal impacts of extreme
heat across sectors is another common theme; for example,
extreme heat can increase the price of electricity [132], decrease labor productivity [120], and affect social stability
and violent crime rates [133]. In the small city of Zaragoza,
Spain, the cost of heat events in terms of health-related impacts alone was estimated at approximately USD $100,000
per year [134].
Agriculture
Extreme heat events pose a major risk to global crop production systems, with implications for food security and prices
[135, 136]. The effect of extreme heat on major global staple
crops has been an increasingly active area of research. Past
work has tended to focus on identifying threshold temperatures for severe crop yield damage between 29 and 34 °C
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[137–140]. More recent studies have emphasized (1) the potentiation of extreme heat stress by water stress, pointing to the
importance of irrigation [141–145], and (2) the particular vulnerability of crops at the reproductive stage of growth
[146–149].
Crops in developing countries of the tropics and in major
breadbaskets in the USA and Russia are projected to be at
particular risk to heat stress in the coming century [146, 147,
150]. Major sources of uncertainty in projected impacts of
extreme heat on crops include the parameterization of CO2
fertilization, measurement and representation of extreme temperatures in field conditions, and assumptions about present
and future crop management [146, 151, 152]. Relatively less
attention has been afforded to nonstaple crops such as legumes, fruits, and vegetables. Assessments of extreme heat
effects on livestock have focused on historical reductions in
dairy and meat production [153, 154] and increased livestock
mortality [155–158] during heat events.
Ecosystems
Extreme heat events can affect terrestrial ecosystems directly
by damaging or killing organisms and indirectly by raising
their vulnerability to subsequent disturbances such as disease,
pests, fire, and drought [159–162]. While rising incidence of
direct forest damage and die-back has been strongly connected to parallel trends in extreme heat incidence [163–166],
grassland ecosystems are less clearly affected by extreme heat,
especially in the absence of drought [167–170]. Vegetation
disturbance from extreme heat generally reduces net ecosystem productivity and may amplify positive climate-carbon
cycle feedbacks [159, 163, 170–174], especially in coincidence with drought [173]. Central uncertainties sorrounding
future extreme heat impacts on ecosystems persist concerning
physiological responses and tolerance to heat, genetic and
ecological capacity for adaptation, and future plantphysiology benefits of CO2 fertilization [160, 162, 163, 175].
Human Health
Extreme heat can cause mortality and hospitalizations both
directly, due to hyperthermia and related acute illness, and
indirectly, for example by exacerbating preexisting conditions
such as cardiovascular and pulmonary illnesses. Around the
world, all-cause, all-age mortality rises 1–3 % per 1 °C above
the local “unusually hot” threshold (which is lower in colder
climates and areas with less capacity to adapt) [176, 177]. This
mortality risk varies significantly within individual cities, for
instance along socioeconomic gradients—including income
and access to air conditioning—as well as based on physical
neighborhood features such as impervious land cover, which
can further boost local surface air temperatures [178]. It
should be noted that moderate summer warmth, separate from
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extreme heat events per se, accounts for a significant percentage of total heat-related mortality, especially when it persists
for unusually long periods [176, 177]. While virtually all studies project increasing heat-related deaths due to climate
change, a limited few project that regions with cold winters
could see a decrease in net annual temperature-related deaths
with climate change [179, 180]. Key research topics include
(1) the extent to which adaptation has reduced or will reduce
vulnerability in the future, (2) interaction of extreme heat
health impacts with confounding (and often positively correlated) factors including poor air quality and compromised infrastructure performance, (3) differences in vulnerability
across subpopulations, and (4) whether the traditional empirical regressions between temperature and human health outcomes are able to capture impacts at the far tail of the temperature distribution.
Given the plethora of negative impacts described above,
one might fairly ask whether extreme heat events may produce
any positive impacts. In contrast to mean warming, for which
some potentially important positive impacts have been proposed (such as boosts to agricultural yields in areas with cool
summers [181]), no proposed heat event benefits have merited
a mention in major assessments such as SREX Chapter 4 [78].
However, small-scale and short-term benefits can certainly be
imagined—such as increased revenue in beach communities
and other cool locations like water parks, or, somewhat ironically, revenue associated with air conditioning sales.

Conclusions and Future Work
Recent studies have illuminated how the relatively small
amount of anthropogenic climate change to date has already
led to large increases in the frequency of heat events. This
combination of high sensitivity to mean warming, and large
impacts, makes heat a prime if underappreciated example of
the danger associated with greenhouse gas emissions in excess
of the 1.5 °C warming goal outlined at the twenty-first
Conference of the Parties in Paris. The tropics and subtropics
especially are areas of high concern even under modest
warming: the combination of high baseline temperature and
low variability is projected to yield large changes in recurrence frequencies of heat extremes. As the techniques of event
attribution advance, quantifications of the losses and damages
associated with extreme heat may in due course receive more
attention. The tropics and subtropics are likely to be a continued focus, given large vulnerabilities and—with notable exceptions—relatively low culpability in terms of cumulative
greenhouse gas emissions.
This review points to large but difficult-to-quantify tail
risks of heat extremes, tail risks that would be reduced through
mitigation. Two potential high consequence outcomes that,
while still characterized by significant “two-tailed”
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uncertainty, show signs of right tail risk are (1) more rapid
changes in heat event-supporting mechanisms (such as soil
moisture anomalies or planetary wave configurations described in the section “Mechanisms Underpinning Heat
Events”) than are projected by current models, and (2) strong
positive correlations between compound extremes, such as (a)
heat events concurrent and collocated with either high humidity or drought, or (b) temporally and spatially correlated heat
events (or heat events and other types of extremes), which
could pose systemic risks to global food security, and the
reinsurance industry, for example. With respect to (1), evidence for dynamical changes in summer may exceed the more
publicized winter case, since natural variability is so much
lower in summer. In terms of soil moisture/land surface feedbacks, it is important to note that some studies have found
GCM overestimation of historical trends in extreme heat [82,
182–184]. Overestimation of land-atmosphere feedbacks associated with dry and or hot extremes has been found in global
[185] and regional models [186] as well, leading to excessive
warm biases during heat events that may be amplified in future
projections of extreme heat. Along the same lines, with respect to (2), it is far from certain that the frequency of future
compound extremes will exceed the increase expected due to
mean temperature shifts alone. Much of the argument for further research on (1) and (2) is based precisely on the large
uncertainties, and consequences should “high-tail” outcomes
occur.
The following topics appear ripe for future research:
Data collection and research on heat events in the tropics
and southern hemisphere: While there is substantial and
growing literature about northern hemisphere midlatitude
heat events, more research is needed on the mechanisms
behind tropical, subtropical, and southern hemisphere
midlatitude heat extremes in current and future climates.
Heat wave mechanisms: The complex nature of the dynamics behind heat extremes indicates a need for standardized methods of analysis and definitions. The combination of large natural variability, short duration of records, small sample sizes of extreme states, and system
complexity all point to the need for more studies using
models of varying complexity. Yet, the above characteristics also make it difficult to ascertain whether models
are missing key processes that support heat extremes.
Model improvements in the simulation of climatological
features (e.g., tropical convection patterns, midlatitude
storm tracks, subtropical jet streams, and jet exit regions
[76]) are a likely prerequisite to improved simulation of
midlatitude blocking and heat events in current and ultimately future climates [40]. To the extent that coupled
models (inevitably) continue to fail to capture the full
range of possible outcomes for important forcings such
as tropical SST gradients and Arctic sea ice loss, tailored
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experiments with atmospheric models and specified lower boundary conditions may offer some insights into heat
events (albeit in the absence of potentially important coupling). Similar arguments can be applied to the importance of realistic simulation of soil moisture extremes,
as land-surface models parameterize important soilcolumn and vegetative physics. Still, it is worth noting
that relative to some other types of extremes that tend to
be more local in nature than heat events (e.g., severe
convective systems), the potential for model insights into
future heat event behavior may be relatively high [187].
Compound extremes: No framework currently exists to
help identify a priori which heat-related compounds are
most likely to fatten the tail of heat-related risks. Future
research could also help unpack the extent to which observed or projected changes in compound extremes might
be due to (a) statistical artifacts of mean shifts alone or (b)
changes in processes that physically link extreme heat
events in space and time, or physically link heat extremes
to other types of extremes. There is also a need for downscaling techniques that do not by default treat these same
variables and spatiotemporal relationships as
independent.
Spatial scale: More research is needed on how urban
landscapes, future vegetation changes, and intensive crop
production may interact with extreme heat. This topic has
major environmental justice implications, given large
populations exposed to elevated heat in many urban communities. There is also a need for high-resolution modeling and observational studies of the extent to which exceptionally high wet-bulb temperatures associated with
anomalously high near-coastal SSTs may be able to penetrate inland in different areas, potentially interacting
with hot but dry air masses. This question is of particular
timeliness given reports that the highest wet-bulb temperatures of 34.6 °C during the extreme Middle Eastern
heatwave of July 2015 were 30 km inland rather than
immediately at the coast [188]. At the other end of the
spatial spectrum, there has been very little research into
just how much the areal extent of heat waves might grow,
which is perhaps surprising given the large attention paid
to other heat event characteristics (such as magnitude,
frequency, and duration). Any increases in areal extent
could for example have major implications for electric
sector reliability, health care/emergency management,
and regional agriculture and food security.
Predictability: Because human interventions are known
to reduce heat event impacts, research is needed on
whether the recent suggestions of some heat wave predictability 2–7 weeks in advance can be extended to other
regions [20, 74]. More research is also needed on whether
climate change may modify heat event predictability at
both weather and seasonal timescales.

Adaptation to heat events: As heat event and heat eventimpact research advances, it is critical that the emerging
science of adaptation to heat extremes be documented
and evaluated rigorously as well. This after all is the
mechanism by which the scientific understanding of heat
events will ultimately be brought to bear on ameliorating
their deleterious effects on the people, infrastructure, and
biosphere of the twenty-first-century world.
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